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Abstract

Results on microscopic fluorescence imaging and spectroscopy of fibril-shaped J-aggregates of pseudoisocyanine dyes

prepared in thin film matrices of polyvinyl sulfate (PVS) are reported compared with simultaneous observation of the

reflection micro-spectroscopy. While the shape of the local reflectance spectra show huge broadening and sometimes dip

structures at higher local reflectance levels, we have found that local fluorescence spectra are rather simple and narrow

single peak appears at 572 nm or bit longer which is almost coincide with that of ordinary J-band. The result is not

inconsistent with the exciton–polariton onset scheme, based on which initial reflectance properties are interpreted.

Anomalous local polarization dependences are also observed in fluorescent transition dipoles as in the local reflectance

observation, indicating the anomaly is inherent to the fibril formation.

r 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Self assembled linear molecular J-aggregates has
been attracting attention over decades of years due
to their specific optical properties in photophysics,
due to crucial roles they play in many biological
processes such as photosynthesis, and due to
potentials they possess in technological applica-
tions such as linear and non-linear nano-optical
materials. Among wide range of p-electron sys-
tems, cyanine dyes can readily form larger
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aggregates that consist of several tens to hundreds
of molecular units. The peculiar optical property
has been observed as early as in 1930s [1,2] and
this type of molecular aggregates are referred to as
J-aggregates. The narrow and strong red-shifted
spectral bands (J-band) which characterize the
aggregates has been explained by the notion of
Frenkel excitons delocalized in 1D aggregate chain
with large coherence range [3–5].
The spectroscopic model has been confirmed by

numerous experiments performed on macroscopic
samples of initial pseudoisocyanine (PIC) dye and
other compounds. As for the direct confirmation
on microscopic structures of the aggregates on the
other hand, it is still insufficient and far from
d.
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decisive yet. Recently, PIC aggregates in ionic
polymer film have been studied with an optical
microscopic technique, the near-field scanning
optical microscope (NSOM) [6]. The images have
shown self-assembled fibril-like structures with
sub-micrometers width and extended over some
macroscopic size in length. The similar positions
and widths for the bulk spectra and NSOM
imaging suggested that the excitonic structure
within the fibrils could be identified with that of
the linear aggregate chains.
Later, first reflection micro-spectroscopic inves-

tigation of a closely related system [7] revealed
large inhomogeneity of local optical properties of
individual fibril-like aggregate nanostructures. At
some locations of some specific fibrils, peculiar
spectral changes have been detected: higher
reflectivity values and broadening of local reflec-
tance spectra, from time to time accompanied with
dip-like structure slightly longer wavelength side at
around 572 nm of the J-band peak. These are
indications of an onset of exciton–polariton mode
in some aggregate nanostructures as a result of
increasing exciton–photon coupling. The polari-
ton-like character of local reflectance spectra has
also been correlated with local aggregate morphol-
ogy by simultaneous reflection and atomic-force
microscopic investigation [8]. Another notable
feature with respect to the local reflectance
measurements is the polarization dependences at
local positions of individual structures. Polariza-
tion microscopic experiments have shown [9] that
the transition dipole moment responsible for the
main J-band (572 nm) can be oriented at a wide
range of angles, from parallel to almost perpendi-
cular, with respect to the long axis of the fiber
nanostructures.
Formation of the mesoscopic fibril-like struc-

tures and their polariton-like characters seem
intrinsic rather than the peculiarity of PIC/PVS
combination. We have examined the possibility to
form the fibril structures of PIC–Cl and PIC–Br in
two other polymer matrices, polyvinyl alcohol
(PVA) and polystyrene (PS) [10], and evidently
have found the formation of similar fibril-like
aggregates and determined their preparation con-
ditions. The mechanism of the formation of these
mesoscopic structures might be different. In case
of PVS, fibril-like aggregates could be formed by
electrostatic interactions between PIC cationic
sites and PVS anionic groups of SO3� [11,12]. In
PVA, aggregates self assemble by cooling in
concentrated aqueous solutions, while, in PS, they
are formed by precipitation from concentrated
polar solution into a non-polar solvent [1]. There
exist of course various distinctions among them, so
we have inspected in particular the case of PIC–Cl/
PVA more precisely [13] before deducing some
definitive conclusions.
Two notable features are elucidated: first in case

of the PIC/PVA, major portion of the fibril
structures formed have already been broadened
and structured, which may indicate the onset of
the polariton mode has been initiated at lower
reflectance level, ca. 5%. Second, contributions
from the background, where no fibril-like struc-
tures are observed within our microscopic resolu-
tion (ca. 0.3 mm), are fairly high in comparison
with the case of PIC/PVS. From the detailed
observation of polarization dependences, we have
found the directions of the transition dipoles in
these portions are almost parallel each other and
come from the smaller J-aggregates flow-oriented
during the spin-coating process. Actually, the
directions of the transition dipoles in this portion
are almost allined to the radial direction of the
spin coater rotation. Accordingly, by removing the
background contribution from the observed po-
larization behaviors at each fibril portions, true
local properties are deduced. The results again
strongly support the observed anomalies are not
the experimental artifacts and they are attributable
to the intrinsic nature of the fibril-shaped meso-
scopic aggregated structures.
All of these results have posed further questions

on the nature of the observed nanostructures; on
the role of polymers in their assembly, interchain
interactions and defects which dominate the
polariton characters of the nanostructures and
excitonic as well as conformational character of
the coherent J-aggregates themselves. While ex-
citon–polariton picture works basically well so far
for the interpretation of the observed local
spectroscopic behaviors in reflectance, it still seems
inadequate to understand the inherent nature of
the observed orientation anomalies on the local
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transition dipole moments. Further definitive and
complementary information would be inevitable
which provides a missing ring. In order to
elucidate the issues to some extent we have started
recently the observation of local fluorescent
spectra with simultaneous detection of the reflec-
tion imaging and spectroscopy at the same
position of the fibril-like structures prepared in
PVS thin films, part of which will be described
below.
2. Experimental

Preparation of the PIC/PVS samples is basically
the same as described in Refs. [7–9]. Briefly,
aqueous solution of PVS is prepared at first with
30mg of PVS solved in 4.0ml of distilled water
(0.74wt%) and heated up to 90�C. Separately,
3.6mg of 1,10-diethyl-2,20-cyanine chloride (PIC-
Cl, Nippon Kankoh Shikiso Kenkyusho) dyes are
solved in 1ml of methanol (10�5M), and 0.4ml of
this solution is mixed into the above mentioned
PVS aqueous solution kept at 90�C. The mixture
was then spin-coated on a cover glass at 3000 rpm.
For reproducible processing of high-quality fibril-
like structures with less background contribution,
handling and storing of PVS should be significant.
The method of reflection micro-spectroscopy

has been described elsewhere [7,9]. Also light from
a 150W tungsten lamp through a 1.5m mono-
chromator is introduced into a large core optical
fiber and brought to an inverted reflection mode
microscope (Union Tokyo, � 100 oil immersion
objective, N.A. 1.25). Typical light intensity at the
sample is 1.2mWcm�2 at the J-band maximum.
Reflection images at specified wavelengths are
detected with a cooled CCD camera (PI; Penta-
MAX with Kodak KAF-1400 chip) and local
reflectance spectra are reconstructed from a series
of images by plotting the reflected light intensity at
specific location against the wavelength. The
incident light is linearly polarized and rotated by
rotating a sheet polarizer placed behind the
illumination collimator. The extinction ratio at
the sample position is typically 70:1. Polarized
reflectance data at specified wavelengths are
obtained by rotating the polarizer in increments
of 5� and recording a reflection image with the
CCD camera at each step. Local polarization
dependence is reconstructed by plotting the
reflected light intensity at certain location against
the polarizer angle. The data have been corrected
for the spectral and polarization characteristics of
the light source, optical fiber, microscope optics
and CCD camera. Similarly, a sheet analyzer is
inserted behind the objective lens in order to
analyze reflection or fluorescence signals.
For simultaneous observation of the fluores-

cence with reflectance, the configurations of
excitation and detection optics are modified from
those mentioned above: As for the fluorescence
excitation, in order to minimize background
contribution caused by the scattering of the
excitation beam, configuration of quasi-total
internal reflection [14] with right angle prism is
composed where immersion oil fills both between
sample on the cover glass and the objective lens
and between the cover glass substrate and the
prism surface. The incident laser beam (514.5 or
532 nm) is focused by 200mm focal length lens
onto the sample surface. Its direction is tuned to
pass through and to be refracted at every interface
and eventually the sample without making total
reflection, passing by the side of the objective lens
toward outer space. To obtain local fluorescent
signals the real image of the imaging lens is further
enlarged and sampled at specified portion by
400 mm core size optical fiber. Corresponding
spatial area on the sample surface is about
0.45 mm in diameter. The signal light through the
fiber is introduced into a 300mm focal length
spectrograph (ARC, SP308) and detected by
liquid-N2 cooled CCD detector (PI, Spec-10:100).
For the detection of the fluorescence imaging
optics are totally the same as the case of the
reflectance. All experiments are done at room
temperature.
3. Results and discussion

Typical microscopic imaging and macroscopic
spectrum profiles of the present samples are shown
in Fig. 1. Figs. 1(a) and (b) are the reflectance
and fluorescence images, respectively, measured
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Fig. 1. Typical imaging and spectroscopic profiles of PIC–Cl J-aggregates in thin film of PVS (40 nm). (a) reflection image,

(b) fluorescence image and (c) transmission image, respectively (16.8� 13.1mm). (d) bulk absorption and fluorescence spectra measured
with UV–VIS spectrophotometer (JASCO, V-570) and fluorophotometer (JASCO, FP-6500), respectively.
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simultaneously at the same area of the same
sample. As can be seen in the figures, well-defined
fibril-shaped structures are formed and the con-
trasts between the fibrils and background is more
than 10 at higher parts, indicating fair numbers of
individual J-aggregates are self assembled to form
the fibrils. In Fig. 1(c) transmission image of the
fibril-structured sample is also shown for reference
sake, which is obtained almost similar optics
configuration. Detailed description will be given
elsewhere, but just briefly it should be useful to
determine local absorption spectra, which would
provide another complementary tool likewise the
local reflectance and fluorescence. Macroscopic
bulk absorption and fluorescence spectra of the
samples are shown in Fig. 1(d). Appearance of
narrow peak of the J-band at 572 nm with
sufficient intensity and about 1 nm width, accom-
panied with substructures at around 540 and
500 nm, indicates that sufficiently nice qualitiy of
J-aggregates are formed. Also no feasible Stokes
shift exists. While microscopic morphologies can
be changed from sample to sample, bulk spectra
are almost similar for all the samples prepared
with the recipe mentioned above.
Three local fluorescence spectra are shown in

Fig. 2, which are obtained at different locations of
fibril structures in different samples. Excitation
wavelength is 532 nm and no feasible difference
exists in case excited at 514.5 nm. Simultaneously
obtained local reflectance spectrum at each posi-
tion is also shown in the respective figure. As is
mentioned above reflectance spectrum profile with
its intensity can be a significant indicator for
distinguishing the individual polariton nature
in each fibril portion. In the measured case,
the maximum values of reflectance in Fig. 2 are
(a) 0.30, (b) 0.15 and (c) 0.02, respectively.
As can be seen in the figures, there appears an

intense and sufficiently narrow peak at about
572 nm which can surely be identified as the J-band
in the bulk absorption and fluorescence spectra.
Fundamental characteristics can be recognized
and itemized as follows: First, it should be noted
that the intensity of the J-band is increasing with
the increase of local reflectivity, while the lineshape
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Fig. 2. Local fluorescence spectra obtained at each location of

fibril structures in three different PIC–Cl/PVS samples under

B500mW/cm2 excitation intensity with 30 s exposure time

(lex=532nm). The accumulated photon numbers at the

maximum of the J-band are, in case of (a) for example, roughly

44. Local reflectance spectrum obtained at each position is also

shown and their profiles are taken as measures for evaluation:

Reflectance maximum of the J-band is (a) 0.30, (b) 0.15 and

(c) 0.02, respectively.
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and the width seem to remain almost unchanged.
As for the positions, we can roughly say they show
no definitive changes compared with the drastic
change observed in local reflectances, part of
which can be indicated in Fig. 2. If we look at
more precisely, however, the position of the
maximum of the J-band seems slightly shifted to
the red around 572 nm within our experimental
accuracy. The photoemission seems to occur only
from the exciton branch. It should be noted that
so-called momentum conservation in the exciton–
photon coupling regime is not secured in our
experimental configuration contrary to cavity
polariton experiments [15] partly due to present
detection optics. We consider for the moment it is
from the bottle-neck region of the lower polariton
branch [16], which is basically consistent with the
polariton onset scheme identified in the local
reflectance properties. Another alternative is a
possible formation of higher-order structure(s) in
the fibril-like mesoscopic aggregates.
Secondly, an existence of a broad structure

peaked at about 620 nm has been detected and it
seems to extend over 700 nm region. For the
moment it is not decisive yet again, however, its
origin should be related to the formation of the
fibril-shaped structures. In the same PIC–Cl/PVS
systems but in bulk states, we have observed a long
wavelength fluorescence band shifted to the red
from the J-band at low temperatures and investi-
gated its temperature dependences and hole
burning properties intensively [17]. This fluores-
cence should originate from the so-called traps [18,
6], e.g. kinds of PIC-dimers located close to or
even in the fibril structures, and are populated by
energy transfer from the excitonic band of the J-
aggregates [17]. We have already found that this
band shows fairly strong temperature dependence:
its intensity decreases strongly with increasing the
temperature from 4.6K to room temperature
accompanied with the peak shift from 591 to
620 nm. It becomes weak already at 200K but is
still discernible at room temperature. Anyhow, this
broad band contribution seems to be roughly
proportional to the intensity of the local J-band
for all three cases, which may indicates the causes
of the band exist in every fibrils in almost similar
density. Further investigations are indispensable.
As to access the most fundamental and anom-

alous issue of the orientation of local transition
dipoles responsible for the J-band [9], we have also
measured local polarization dependence of the
fluorescence by rotating the analyzer with linearly
polarized light illumination. Though the excitation
for detecting florescence is still fairly destructive to
the sample for the moment, first preliminary result
is obtained and displayed in Fig. 3 compared with
simultaneously obtained reflectance behavior. As
is seen in Fig. 3(f), observed polarization depen-
dence can provide us to determine the direction of
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Fig. 3. Local polarization dependence at specific location of

fibril-shaped PIC–Cl J-aggregates; (a) and (b) are reflectance

images obtained by non-polarized light illumination at 572 nm

from a monochromator, while (c) is a fluorescence image

obtained by linearly polarized light at 532 nm from diode-

pumped solid state laser. Its polarization direction is almost

parallel to the ordinate of the figure. (d), (e) and (f) show the

polarizer or analyzer rotation angle dependence of the

reflectance or fluorescence, corresponding to (a), (b) and(c),

respectively. The solid lines are fits of a cos2 y� y0ð Þ þ b to the

data, where y is the rotational angle of polarizer or analyzer.

Bars in (a), (b) and (c) correspond to the directions of the angles

y0; respectively. (g) Polarization-dependent local fluorescence
spectra at the location in (c). The direction of the analyzer is set

parallel or perpendicular to the determined direction of the

transition dipole, respectively.
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the transition dipole moment with sufficient S=N

ratio and the bar in Fig. 3(c) indicates its direction
together with its detection point and the morphol-
ogy of the fibril. The direction determined is about
60� deflected with respect to the long axis of the
fibril structure, which is almost parallel to the
direction determined in the reflection polarization
(Fig. 3(e) and (b)) within our experimental
accuracy. Though the difference of about
30� between the directions indicated by the bars
in Fig. 3(a) and (b) seems beyond our experimental
accuracy, however, we consider it is for the
moment a kind of misalignment which could
occur while remounting some optics between
the two observations in Fig. 3(d) and (e).
The improved experimental setup is now under
preparation.
Anyhow, it can be safely concluded that the

directions of the local transition dipole moment
determined by these three configurations are
consistent each other, indicating that the observed
deviation from the long axis the fibril structures is
inherent to the formation of the fibril structures.
To discuss possible direction of the transition
dipole moment of the fibril-shaped J-aggregates,
let us assume at first simple linear J-aggregates
with parallel molecular configuration. Here we
assume that the directions of molecular absorption
transition moment ma and emission dipole moment
me are parallel each other and directed parallel to
the longer molecular axis for simplicity. If an angle
of the direction of the local transition dipole with
respect to the aggregate axis is less than 54.7� [19],
it gives rise to an optically allowed state at the
bottom of the so-called Frenkel exciton band.
Thus a single red-shifted J-band with narrow
bandwidth is observed if there is one molecule
per unit cell. If this situation is also realized in the
fibril structures, however, the angle of the mole-
cular configuration should be changed with respect
to the fibril thickness. Though the orientation of
the local dipole moment can be deflected from the
direction of the fibril long axis, there should exist
definitely upper limit of 54.7�, which is not in
consistent with the observation.
The structure of J-aggregates may considerably

be more complicated, particularly in the case of
PIC dyes. When there are two or more translatio-
naly nonequivalent molecules in the unit cell, a
splitting of the absorption band into two or more
Davydov components is expected [20]. For such
aggregations with a unit cell composed of more
than one molecule, different structural construc-
tions have been proposed to account for the
observed optical spectra: zigzag angled chains,
herringbone-like structures and even helical struc-
tures [21]. Even in these Davydov cases, however,
as far as based on the extended dipole model
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developed by Kasha [19], the direction of the
transition dipoles of the optically allowed lowest J-
band is surely aligned parallel to the long axis of
aggregations. All of these considerations suggest
further that the observed properties are the
intrinsic nature of the fibril-shaped structures.
What we should consider is eventually about the
origin of the anomaly, which is still open
questions: Could it be involved in some kinds of
novel higher-order structures or should it be
interpreted within the framework of exciton–
polariton scheme?
Quite recently, in addition to the AFM observa-

tion, there exists some definitive progress in the
characterization of the geometrical structures of
the aggregates in nanometer-range. Cryo-trans-
mission electron microscopy (Cryo-TEM) has
been applied to the same PIC–Cl J-aggregates
formed in aqueous solution [22]. The result reveals
the formation of the rod-like morphology with a
rod diameter of 2.370.2 nm and on the order of
350 nm in length. From this and observations of
microscopic textures and others, structural alter-
natives are discussed: a starlike and a tubular
arrangement of six threadlike stacks within the
cylinder has been proposed. Also in the family of
TDBC dye molecules the application of the cryo-
TEM reveals the existence of variety of supramo-
lecular aggregate structures [23]: e.g. superhelical
bilayered structures or nanotubes, indicating
hollow cylindrical geometry. As for the geometric
pictures on the fibril-shaped PIC–Cl J-aggregate
superstructures for the interpretation of the
anomalous excitonic properties, it is still far from
decisive yet, however, it should implement at least
two requirements at the same time: One is the
basic linear aggregate structures which bear the
exciton nature and the other is a mesoscopic
ordering which could modify the exciton nature
with increasing the fibril thickness.
4. Conclusion

Local fluorescent spectra of fibril-shaped PIC–
Cl J-aggregates prepared in thin PVS films are for
the first time measured and the results are
discussed in comparison with the local reflectance
spectra obtained simultaneously. The spectra show
single rather narrow peaks at almost the same
position of the J-band appeared in ordinary bulk
absorption spectra. While the local reflectance
spectra reveals drastic location dependences in line
shape, width and intensity, local fluorescence lines
remain almost similar except its intensity. The
result is not inconsistent with the exciton–polar-
iton onset scheme, based on which our initial
reflectance properties are interpreted. We have
also found weak but fairly broad contribution at
around 620 nm in local fluorescence, the origin of
which is tentatively ascribed as the trap-like
structures. Anomalous polarization dependence
of the direction of the transition dipole is also
observed as in the local reflectance observation,
and we believe this is a most peculiar and inherent
nature of the mesoscopic fibril-structure formation
of PIC J-aggregates.
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